Jacques Cartier Bridge
Good Neighbourly Relations Committee

Update on work (Montreal sector)

MINUTES – Meeting held on Wednesday, November 17, 2020, 7:00 p.m.
Virtual meeting over Skype Broadcast
Representatives of The Jacques Cartier and Champlain Bridges Incorporated (JCCBI)
presentation:
+
+
+
+

Nathalie Lessard, Director, Communications
Marc-André Marcoux, Project Director
José-Luis Mosquera, Engineer, Construction
Nathalie Pilon, Manager, Communications

In addition to the JCCBI representatives mentioned above, 22 citizens attended the virtual meeting
for a total of 26 people.
____________________________________________________________
AGENDA
+
+
+
+

Completed, ongoing and upcoming work
Development of land under the bridge
Winter operation of the bridge’s multipurpose path and sidewalk (2020-2021)
Question period and next meeting

MEETING
+
+

Nathalie Lessard welcomed everyone.
Marc-André Marcoux presented the PowerPoint (consult the PowerPoint here).

DISCUSSION PERIOD
Drainage and land redevelopment
•

•
•

•

A citizen asked why water is always puddling on Sainte-Catherine Street between Dorion and De
Lorimier. JCCBI explained that the work is in progress and that this situation should be resolved
once the work is complete.
Citizens would like more details about the development work (work sequence, drainage, etc.).
JCCBI asked everyone to provide their email addresses so that they can be put on the Jacques
Cartier Bridge mailing list and get regular updates.
A citizen asked if the development work in the blocks between Falardeau and Érié will be
completed this fall as planned. Will everyone get to see what the expected result will look like?
JCCBI plans to finish the work between Falardeau and Érié this fall, except for some tree and
shrub planting, which can’t be done during this season. An image of the final result can be seen in
the presentation available from our website.
A citizen asked whether JCCBI could share images showing elevations so that people can better
understand the planned development for these blocks. JCCBI stated that no other images or
drawings other than those included in the presentation are available at this time.
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•

A citizen mentioned that there is graffiti on a bridge pier on the northeast side of Sainte-Catherine
Street. JCCBI stated that this graffiti appeared after the work site was taken down and that we are
currently evaluating different options to remove it.

End of meeting
The meeting ended at 8:15 p.m.
Watch the video recording of the meeting by clicking here.
The next meeting will be held in spring 2021.
A notice of meeting will be emailed to subscribers of the Jacques Cartier email alert. Note that JCCBI has
taken a green initiative and will no longer send out notices by mail.
Residents, business owners and users can contact JCCBI with any questions at:
+

450-651-8771

+

communications@pjcci.ca

To stay informed about the work, simply register for the “Jacques Cartier” alert via JCCBI’s website or follow
us on Twitter @pontJCBridge.
_________________________________________________
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